
The Carpet Foundation Consumer Code of Practice 
 

The Conciliation Process 
 

 

Conciliation is offered to consumers to use in the event of a dispute with a CF Retail 

Member which cannot be settled acceptably through the terms of the Code or by the 

well established trade procedures.  It is offered as an alternative to legal 

proceedings but does not preclude the consumer from pursuing legal redress. 

 

 
Conciliation is a process that seeks to establish and equitable agreement between the CF Retail 

Member and the consumer without necessarily giving a judgement.  It seeks to bring the two 

parties together to jointly agree a way to end the dispute. 

 

 Conciliation will be carried out by the Carpet Foundation Technical Director 

 No inspection visits or testing will be carried out; the process will be based solely on written 
evidence that exists at the time the application for conciliation is made 

 No judgement can be imposed as conciliation is essentially a ‘peace brokering’ process 

 Should conciliation fail to achieve a conclusion which is acceptable to both parties, the consumer 
has the right to refer the dispute to the Consumer Code of Practice Independent Arbitration 

procedure.  The documents submitted to the conciliation procedure will be passed to the arbitrator 

together with any settlement suggested by the Carpet Foundation Technical Director 

 

 
Conciliation will be based on a questionnaire document provided by the CF Retail Member. The 

consumer will be required to complete Part A of the questionnaire the CF Retail Member Part B.  The 

retailer will provide a copy of both parts to the consumer and pass the original to the Carpet 

Foundation Technical Director.   The questionnaire should be supported with as much additional 

documentary evidence as possible and may include: 

 

 The report of the CF Retail Member’s initial inspection 

 If applicable, a copy of the manufacturer’s inspection report 

 A copy of the original quotation  

 Copies of all relevant correspondence 

 Details of the installation and who carried it out 

 Details of the CF Retail Member’s final conclusion (after all the above have been considered) 
including any settlement offer made 

 Any other relevant information 

 

 
All the documents will be examined in detail and an opinion formed on a suggested fair settlement.  

This will be communicated to both parties, where possible by telephone and confirmed in writing. 

 

Should the suggested settlement be unacceptable to either of the parties the consumer will be 

reminded of the options to pursue the claim further through legal proceedings or through the Code 

of Practice Independent Arbitration procedure. 


